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March 19, 2012 

08-Mar-12 15-Mar-12 % Change

MSCI World 1,290.38 1,314.45 1.87%

MSCI Europe 91.32 93.67 2.57%

MSCI Asia-Pacific ex-Japan 439.14 446.07 1.58%

Dow Jones Industrial Average 12,907.94 13,252.76 2.67%

S&P 500 1,365.91 1,402.60 2.69%

Global Equity Performance
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Global Financial Markets 
 
Global equities closed the week on a positive note, with major indices posting four -year highs, as investor sentiment was 
supported by a stream of encouraging economic data from the United States  and abating concerns over the Eur opean 
sovereign debt crisis. US Treasury prices declined amid receding demand for safe -haven assets and speculation that the 
Federal Reserve will hold off on additional bond purchases. Meanwhile, the greenback appreciated against most its 
counterparts as a less upbeat outlook on China’s growth prospects prompted market watchers to raise bets for more 
monetary easing outside of the US. 
 

Global Equities 
 
The global equity market ended the week with 
significant gains as the world’s largest economy 
showed continuous improvement in its economic 
data, prompting optimistic sentiment from 
investors. In addition, the fact that the Federal 
Reserve policy makers raised their assessment 
of the economy further boosted equity prices. 
The MSCI World, MSCI Europe and MSCI Asia-
Pacific ex-Japan all hiked 1.87%, 2.57%, and 
1.58%, respectively. Specifically for the US, the 
Dow Jones Industrial Average gained 2.67% 
while the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index jumped 
2.69%. 
 

 Federal Reserve policy makers raised their 
assessment of the economy as the labor 
market gathered strength. Due to this, they 
refrained from new actions to lower 
borrowing costs, maintaining the rate at 
0.25%. 

 Jobs reports in the US turned out 
significantly positive for the week. Nonfarm 
payrolls grew 227,000 in February compared to the market estimate growth of 210,000, showing the best jobs growth within six 
months since 2006. Also, the jobless rate was unchanged at 8.3% in the same period even as more workers sought 
employment. Looking at a more current figure, the number of applications for unemployment benefits fell 14,000 last week to 
351,000. 

 Americans boosted spending at stores and malls by the most in five months. Advanced retail sales grew 1.1% in February, 
following a 0.6% growth the previous month. 

 The US current account deficit widened in the fourth quarter of 2011 to a three -year high as both exports and foreign 
investments in dollar-denominated assets slowed down. The deficit was posted at US$124.1 billion. 

 Based on the data released by China’s General Administration of Customs last March 10, China’s February trade deficit 
clocked-in at US$31.48 billion, the largest monthly trade deficit since at least 1989. This figure overshadowed the US$27.28 
billion surplus in January and the US$8.5 billion deficit forecasted by analysts. Economists blamed faltering demand for the 
country’s exports as well as seasonal distortions. This economic report increased the probability that the Chinese central ba nk 
may conduct further monetary easing to help prop the economy. 

 Premier Wen Jiabao reassured investors that China’s local debt burden was under control. In the National People’s Congress 
last March 14, Wen announced that the debt held by local governments climbed by only 300 millio n yuan (US$48 million) in 
2011. 

 The Bank of Japan decided in its meeting Tuesday to keep interest rates unchanged at a range of zero to 0.1% and didn’t 
announce any further expansion to its asset purchase program. However, the central bank expanded a low -cost loan program 
to help stimulate the economy. 

 Singapore’s exports in February bounced back up driven by the surge in pharmaceutical and electronics shipments. Non -oil 
domestic exports climbed 30.5% year-on-year, reversing the 2.4% drop in January. Economists expected the figure to register 
a 16.2% gain. 
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Currencies 

9-Mar 16-Mar % Change

USD/PHP 42.590 43.065 -1.10%

EUR/USD 1.3123 1.3056 -0.51%

GBP/USD 1.5674 1.5706 0.20%

USD/JPY 82.46 83.74 -1.53%

AUD/USD 1.0576 1.0528 -0.45%

USD/CHF 0.9188 0.9249 -0.66%

EUR/CHF 1.20568 1.20764 -0.16%

EUR/JPY 108.22 109.34 -1.02%

US Treasury Yield Curve

Tenor 8-Mar 15-Mar  +/- bps

3m 0.076 0.081 0.50

6m 0.137 0.142 0.50

2y 0.306 0.362 5.67

5y 0.880 1.088 20.78

10y 2.012 2.279 26.73

30y 3.175 3.415 24.03

Global Bonds 

 

 Prices of US Treasuries mainly dropped due to the Federal 
Reserve’s positive assessment of the economy. In addition to 
prompting investors to take on more risk, this news also dampened 
speculation for further monetary stimulus. The 10-year benchmark 
yield shot up 26.73 basis points while the 2-year note yield climbed 
5.67 basis points. Likewise, the 30-year bond yield advanced 
24.03 basis points. 

 The US current account deficit widened in the fourth quarter of 
2011 to a three-year high as both exports and foreign investments 
in dollar-denominated assets slowed down. The deficit was posted at US$124.1 billion. 

 The producer price index grew in February at the fastest pace in five months. The index increased to a seasonally adjuste d 
0.4% last month after a growth of 0.1% in January. 

 A successful Italian government bond sale added new evidence that investors have begun to give Italy better chances of 
avoiding a fiscal crisis than Spain. Italy comfortably sold the maximum targeted €6 billion in government bonds with maturiti es 
of three and seven years. The uniform yield for €5 b illion in new three-year bond maturing in 2015 was at 2.76%, compared 
with the 3.41% that Italy still had to pay for that maturity last month. The yield on the seven -year bonds totaling €1 billion came 
in at 4.30%, down from 5.81% at its previous sale Oct. 28. 

 The Bank of Japan decided in its meeting Tuesday to keep interest rates unchanged at a range of zero to 0.1% and didn’t 
announce any further expansion to its asset purchase program. However, the central bank expanded a low -cost loan program 
to help stimulate the economy. 

 
Currencies 
  

 Week-on-week, the US dollar strengthened against its peers even 
amid diminishing demand for safety as bets towards further 
monetary stimulus was dimmed by the Federal Reserve’s statement. 
The euro, Swiss franc and Japanese yen all declined against the US 
dollar to 1.3056, 92.49 centimes and 83.74, respectively. 

 
The week ahead (March 19 – March 23) 
 

 This week, investors mainly reacted to the Federal Reserve’s 
assessment of the economy. As the market seems to be building up 
momentum, this rally could continue for the next week if concerns 
towards, Iran, China and Europe remain silent. 

 For the fixed income and currency markets, demand for safety meaningfully declined due to optimism from the world’s largest 
economy. This could continue for the next week if economic indicators continue to improve in the next week. 
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March 19, 2012 
Philippine Financial Markets 
The local equities market posted its steepest ascent in a month, gaining 3.32% week -on-week on the back of sustained 
foreign interest. The local bond markets, posted a weekly gain of 16 basis points on average, mainly driven by the run-ups 
in the long-end of the curve. Meanwhile, the Philippine peso depreciated by 41 centavos during the week as vagaries in 
the Euro-zone pushed investors to shun risky currencies.   

 
 Local Equities  
 

 The local bourse once again reached new highs last week as the local 
economy showed promising s igns that the Philippines would remain 
resilient amid external headwinds. The index started the week in the red 
as disappointing Chinese export figures revealed a slowdown in one of 
the world’s largest economies. The index bounced back mid-week, 
mirroring the broad rallies in global bourses, but eventually succumbed 
to profit-taking on Thursday. Heightened optimism on the local economy 
spurred by higher remittance figures pushed the index to record levels at 
the end of the week.  The market closed at a record-high of 5,145.89 on 
Friday, advancing 3.32% week-on-week.      

 
 

Conglomerates  
 

 JG Summit Holdings Inc. posted a record-high net income of Php21.59 billion in 2011. The favorable 

bottomline was mainly attributed to the one-time gain from the sale of its telecom unit, Digital 
Telecommunications Philippines, Inc., offsetting significant declines in the core earnings of Universal 
Robina Corporation and Cebu Pacific. Consolidated revenues expanded by 17% year-on-year to Php122.9 

billion due to the modest growth seen across all subsidiaries.  
 

 In a disclosure to the PSE, Ayala Corporation’s board approved a plan to issue Php10 billion worth of 15-
year bonds. The conglomerate appointed BPI Capital Corp. as issue manager.  

 
 

Property 
 

 Ayala Land Inc. will raise as much as Php10 billion through an issuance of 10-year bonds. The country’s 
largest builder chose BPI Capital Corporation as issue manager.  

 
 
Food Manufacturing 
 

 In a disclosure to the stock exchange, Jollibee Foods Corporation (JFC), through wholly owned unit Jollibee 
Worldwide Pte. Ltd., completed the acquisition of a majority share in Guangxi San Pin Wang Food and 
Beverage Management Company Limited. The Chinese restaurant chain, with a total of 34 stores in 

Nanning and Lizhou, is now co-owned by JFC (55%) and Guangzi Zong Kai Food and Beverage 
Investment Company Limited (45%). 
 

 San Miguel Brewery set the coupon rates of its 5-, 7-, and 10-year bonds at 6.05%, 5.93%, and 6.6%, 
respectively. The Php20 billion-worth issue was assigned a PRS AAA rating by the Philippine Ratings 

Service Corp. The proceeds of the issuance will finance maturing debt.  
 

 
Telecommunications 
 

  Philippine Long Distance Telephone Co. (PLDT) projects Php8 billion worth of savings in capital 

expenditures as a result of synergies with recently-acquired Digital Telecommunications Philippines Inc. 
The telecom giant had initially earmarked Php46 billion for capital expenditures, but expects a 17% 
reduction through rationalization of expenditures, alignment of processes and improvement of operational 

efficiency. On top of cost savings, the synergy created among its three networks will help PLDT improve 
service quality to customers.   

9-Mar 16-Mar % Change

PSEi 4,980.71 5,145.89 3.32%

Philippine Stock Exchange Index
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Retail 
 

 SM Retail, Inc. has allotted as much as Php5 billion for expansion projects this year. The company plans to 

grow its store network through entry into smaller neighborhoods outside Metro Manila. A t otal of 37 
branches will be opened this year, inclusive of 5 department stores, 6 supermarkets, 21 SaveMore 
branches, and 5 hypermarkets. The expansion will be funded by a mix of internally -generated cash and 

debt. 
 

      

Mining 
 

 Philex Mining Corp. is looking to expand its operations into Myanmar and Indonesia. The country’s largest 

mining company has expressed interest in doing business in Myanmar, taking advantage of possible tax 
incentives to be awarded to foreign investors for the next 8 years. The mining firm would benefit from the 
country’s natural resources including natural gas, timber, tin, copper, and lead. It also plans to invest in the 

country’s infrastructure especially in communication and mining. Moreover, the firm also plans to acquire 
mines in Indonesia as part of its expansion plans.  

 
Oil & Energy 
 

 Greenergy Holdings, Inc. plans to spend 100 million yuan to expand its businesses in China. The energy 
firm intends to enter into a joint venture with a China-based company which finances start-up science and 
technology firms. On a separate note, Greenergy has secured board approval to acquire Puncture Rescue 

Agent, a modern technology for tire puncture repair.  
 
 
 
Philippine Bond Markets 

  

 Week-on-week, benchmark PDST-F reference rates rose by 16 basis 
points on the average. Particularly, the rise in yields was evident at 
the long-end of the curve, which increased by 46.75 basis points, on 
average.  

 The Bureau of the Treasury (BTr) fully awarded Php9 billion 

worth of 10-year bonds. The average yield was pegged at 
5.159%, 1 basis point lower than the average rate in its 

January 17 re-issuance. Total tenders reached Php16.49 
billion, significantly lower than the Php29.35 billion worth of 
bids in the January auction. 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tenor 9-Mar 16-Mar  Change

1m 2.39 2.39 1

3m 2.39 2.35 -4

6m 2.54 2.53 0

1y 3.01 3.03 2

2y 3.40 3.48 8

3y 3.97 4.06 8

4y 4.64 4.70 6

5y 5.05 4.86 -20

7y 4.68 5.14 46

10y 5.22 5.79 57

20y 5.76 6.06 30

25y 6.14 6.68 54

Average 16

Peso Yield Curve                                       

(PDST-F Reference Rates)
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March 19, 2012 
Philippine Peso 
 

 This week, the Philippine peso reverted back to the 43-per dollar mark as the odds of a further monetary easing in the US 
receded. Following a meeting on Tuesday, the Fed upgraded its outlook on the US economy citing improving labor figures and 
commented that the interest rates will be kept nearly zero until late 2014. The currency pair gapped up 41 centavos, settling at 
43.065 on Friday.    

 The country’s domestic liquidity, or M3, expanded 7.2% year-on-year for the month of January, comparing favorably with the 
6.3% recorded in December 2011, mainly driven by an expansion in net foreign assets. On a monthly basis, the seasonally-
adjusted M3 grew 1.0% from a 0.4% increase the previous month. Net foreign assets (NFA) rose by 13.1%. The BSP’s NFA 
position grew 18.2%, while the NFA of banks dropped due to a decline in foreign assets, coupled with a sustained increase in 
foreign liabilities. 

 Foreign direct investments for December posted a net inflow of 

US$43 million mainly driven by positive balances in equity capital 

and reinvested earnings, offsetting the decline in other capital. 
Reinvested earnings grew 56.3% to US$25 million in December as 
foreign investors opted to retain profits in local enterprises.  

 According to the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas, the non-performing 

loans ratio of commercial and universal banks stood at 2.35% in 
January as NPL grew by 1.75%, while total loan portfolio dropped 
3.14%. The reading compared favorably with last year’s 3.01% but 

higher by 0.12% from the previous month’s 2.23%.  

 Foreign investment pledges soared 42.4% to Php165.8 billion in the 

fourth quarter last year, bringing the full-year figure to Php256.1 
billion. However, growth slowed to 30.6% in 2011, compared to 

60.9% in 2010. In terms of sectoral investments, funds shifted to real estate and professional services. Trade 
secretary Gregory L. Domingo cited renewed investor confidence as the main catalyst for the surge in investment 
inflows in the country. Cheap labor and tamed inflation also added to the improving business environment. 

 Philippine exports rebounded in January, halting eight months of consecutive declines. Reports showed that 

shipments expanded by 3% year-on-year to US$4.12 billion. Analysts had expected an 18.5% drop. The reading 

validated the government’s view of a recovering exports sector following the US economic recovery and sustained 
growth in emerging markets. 

 The government spent Php722.75 billion to service its debts last year, 5% higher than the debt payments in 2010. 

Principal payments accounted for over 60% of total payments, totaling to Php433.75 billion, while Php278.97 billion 

was spent on interest payments.   

 Reports from the Philippine Deposit Insurance Corporation showed an annual growth in deposits of 4.9% or 

Php251.2 billion to Php5.12 trillion as of end-2011.  Growth was seen across all industry aggregates, with 
commercial banks outpacing other industries after registering a 5.23% growth to Php4.75 trillion. Nonetheless, 

deposits in thrift and rural banks grew 1.2% and 1.5%, respectively. Savings deposits accounted for almost half of 
the Php2.59 trillion in outstanding deposits.  Demand deposits, meanwhile, accounted for 20% of total deposits.   

 Remittances from overseas Filipinos coursed through banks expanded by 5.4% year-on-year to US$1.6 billion in 

the first month of the year. Remittances from sea-based overseas workers grew by 19.8%, while remittances from 
land-based overseas workers advanced by 1.6%. The steady remittance inflow supports the government’s view of a 

strong demand for professional and skilled Filipino workers abroad.  

 The country’s “hot money” plunged 54.5% in the first two months of the year. Foreign portfolio outflows, which grew 

to US$1.8 billion from US$627 million, outpaced the US$0.3 billion growth in inflows to US$1.5 b illion. On a net 
basis, transactions in February resulted to a net outflow of US$305 million, while aggregate transactions for the first 

two months of the year yielded an inflow of US$342 million.  

 
 
 

Tenor 9-Mar 16-Mar % Change

ROP13 1.7170    1.7890    -7

ROP16N 2.0900    2.2230    -13

ROP19N 3.0620    3.2380    -18

ROP20 3.0940    3.2180    -12

ROP21 3.1330    3.2860    -15

ROP24N 4.1780    4.2700    -9

ROP26 3.9940    4.0740    -8

ROP30 4.4580    4.5760    -12

ROP32 4.4780    4.5740    -10

ROP34 4.4930    4.6070    -11

Average -12

ROP Yield Curve
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March 19, 2012 
The week ahead (March 19  – March 23)  
 

 With earnings season coming to a close, investors will be focusing on developments overseas. Continued risk -taking may 
persist and benefit the local bourse if concerns regarding the Eurozone’s fiscal woes quiet during the coming week. However, if 
developments in the region point towards a protracted resolution to the debt crisis, investors may decide to pocket gains given 
the market’s steep run-up – which has reached overbought levels – during the past weeks. Meanwhile, we expect the peso to 
trade range-bound as upside pressure to the local currency due to foreign fund flows will be offset by safe -haven bids given 
uncertainties in the global macroeconomic picture.  

 


